
 SYNOPSIS:   “A HERO OF OUR TIME”   

"A Hero of our Time” has sold in excess of 300 million copies worldwide and paved the way 

for Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky and Chekhov. With its cynical, immoral hero, Lermontov's novel 

outraged many critics when it was published in 1840. Yet it was also a literary landmark, an 

acutely observed psychological novel, narrated from a number of different perspectives, through 

which the true and complex nature of Pechorin slowly emerges. 

“A Hero of our Time” reflects the author’s life, exiled from Moscow by the Tsar, because of his 

poem, “Death of a Poet,” a stunning tribute to his friend Pushkin. Both considered two of the 

greatest poets to come out of Russia.  

The film opens with the great battle of the Valerik River, often referred to as “the place of 

slaughter” because thousands of men perished during the Great War, leaving the Valerik River 

red with the blood of the dead, the hill side covered with mutilated bodies. Over ten thousand 

men, killed or near dead and only a handful still breathing with the look of horror on their faces.  

A victory celebration is held at the Winter Palace, where Pechorin falls in love with Vera, the 

young wife of a Royal Commander. Seeing Pechorin dancing and laughing with his wife, he 

challenges him to a duel. The duel is encouraged by Nicholas l, Tsar of Russia, who fancies the 

young wife for himself. The Tsar knows Pechorin will kill the Royal Commander, after which he 

will arrest Pechorin and return him to the Battle of the Caucuses, forbidding him to ever return to 

Moscow or St Petersburg.  

Our Hero, Pechorin, beaten, tortured, exiled from Saint Petersburg by the Tsar for taking the life 

of an officer of the court, in a duel, who slandered his beloved, Vera. Sent to the front lines of the 

great battle for the Caucuses, Lieutenant Pechorin encounters death at every turn, becomes a 



powerful and feared warrior. However, the fight for his life starts when he encounters five 

Beautiful young women, each his passion. Two want his life; two want his love, the fifth, his 

heart. Hero is a visually stunning, heart wrenching epic, of love, war, destiny and death. A 

visceral experience! 

Pechorin finds solace in a young, Tatar Princess, Bela. Daughter of a Prince. Pechorin steals her 

away from her Father, convincing her brother that if he brings her to him he will receive in return 

“The finest Steed in All the Land”. Tragically Bela is killed by a jealous Tatar warrior, sending 

Pechorin onto another quest for some relief from his Boredom and passion. Dark and brooding, 

disheveled and loss, Pechorin meets Aida, seductive Tatar renegade who gets him drunk so her 

band of outlaws can rob and kill him. Left for dead, floating in a river, his lifeless body bobs up 

and down like a rag doll…Pechorin survives and wanders along a seaside cliff at Taman, foulest 

hole of all sea coast towns, where he meets Elena, Beautiful young nymph who speaks in rhyme 

and parables as she performs a seductive mating dance seducing Pechorin so she can kill him. 

Pechorin, desperate to flee the lethal seduction, catches the first boat out of this God forsaken 

hole.  

Free of death threats Pechorin continues his travels and unexpectedly learns that his love Vera is 

staying near by.  Pechorin meets with Vera who is staying with the Princess from Moscow. He is 

introduced to the Virgin Princess Mary, who he will seduce in order to be close to his only love, 

Vera. Princess Mary falls instantly in love with Pechorin, who plays a game of distraction, 

perhaps a form of psychological revenge, causing the Princess to feel he is just as passionate for 

her. Soon the game turns to the heart beat of another admirer of the Princess, an Officer who 

challenges Pechorin to a duel. An expert marksman and renowned warrior, Pechorin does his 

best to convince the Officer that a duel is not necessary, but the Officer insists death is the only 

way to find satisfaction, and so he does … Disgusted with the senselessness of life, Pechorin 

finds solace in one last moment with his beloved Vera, who is dying of consumption. Pechorin 

has a Psychological implosion…  rejecting  everyone including his long time friend Maxim 

Maximych. In the end Pechorin is alone with his demons as he travels toward his inevitable and 

unexpected destiny…it is his time…  

A Hero of Our Time is a great and passionate love story, An Epic, Romantic, and Visual Feast. 

Pechorin, proud, willful and intensely charismatic yet bored by the stifling world that envelops 

him. With a predatory energy for any activity that will relieve his ennui, he embarks on a series 

of adventures, encountering smugglers, soldiers, lovers and rivals - leaving a trail of broken 

hearts behind him. Pechorin, cynical, immoral, with an acute psychological, complex nature - the 

Anti Hero emerges. It is a film certain to have an enormous impact creatively and financially. “A 

Hero of Our Time” is that rare film that comes along every so often; time remembered and will 

be viewed over and over again, like “War and Peace” and “Doctor Zhivago.” “A Hero of Our 

Time.”  A definitive version of the Anti Hero. 

 


